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jailbreaking an iphone is an easy process, but there are very serious risks involved. read each step
carefully before you proceed. this guide will not guide you through a process. it's not as simple as
the iphone dev team says. do you dream about jailbreaking iphone? jailbreaking is going to get

easier with this new version of redsn0w that includes an enhanced jailbreak menu. you could also
say that the apple wwdc means iphone 3.0 or later is very likely to be jailbreakable. there are even
reports of iphone 4 already jailbroken. it's a fairly easy process that you can learn by doing (it's not
as complicated as v1.x was). if you already have a jailbroken iphone 3g or 3gs, no worries. if you
don't have one yet, go to cydia and install the cydia substrate app, get redsn0w from the cydia

server and learn how to jailbreak your new iphone 4. this new pwnagetool is different than v1.x. you
still need to supply a custom ipsw to make the custom ipsw, but that custom ipsw is no longer

signed. this effectively makes it zero-day because it can be hacked without even jailbreaking. let the
hacking begin! this new unlock will be compatible with any gsm carrier including at&t, t-mobile, and
verizon. unlocking your iphone lets you use any carrier that your iphone is currently locked to. the

redsn0w 0.9.6 update, will be updated in a week or two once again. version 0.6b3 is working perfect
for osx users and it won't be long before the windows version will be available. we will stay up to

date on the latest developments as well as any new unlock that will be released. like i stated before,
this is a zero-day exploit and the iphone 4 will be jailbroken very soon.
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cydia is a free and easy to use application store which adds more features, tweaks and applications
to your ios devices. this enables you to customize ios to your liking. with cydia, you can: customize
the look and feel of ios by installing additional themes, wallpapers, icons, icons packs, etc. to your
iphone.add more features to apple’s messages application.access and modify the settings of your
iphone or ipad.access apns to push applications to your device. note: cydia requires you to have a
jailbroken ios device so that you can install cydia. if you are not using a jailbroken device, you can

still download and run redsn0w /pwnagetool without having to install cydia by using the "cydia
installer" feature on the main screen. after you have successfully cracked ios device using ultrasn0w,

you need to install cydia on it. cydia is a free and easy to use application store which adds more
features, tweaks and applications to your ios devices. this enables you to customize ios to your

liking. to use cydia, you will require an unlocked ios device, which is already on ios 6.0.1 / 05.14.02
and ultrasn0w 1.2. to install cydia, you need to use redsn0w /pwnagetool. after you have

successfully jailbreak your device, you need to have a valid version of ultrasn0w / redsn0w and an
unlocked ios device, such as iphone 3gs running ios 5.1.1 and 07.17.01 firmware. the process of
creating a custom firmware is pretty straightforward. we will start with an iphone 3gs running ios

5.1. this is a baseband of 05.14.01 and the boot.efi (or boot.ihh, boot.ihn, boot.ipb) which is located
in /system/library/coreservices/firmware, gives us a clean slate. 5ec8ef588b
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